
Website design information from the design team 
 
 
1. Start of the process - why did you decide on this and why did you apply for this one? Hopes. 
 
The blank canvas.  
2. Starting to develop your ideas - ideas, sketches, research, illustrations, spaces  
3. Development - where are you starting to focus on  
4. Progress - what you’re doing for final stuff  
5. Final - films, photos, and text 
 

1. Why did we decide to choose this placement? 

This placement really sparked our interest as it was a great opportunity to challenge us 
design-wise and give us space to express our own style while giving back to the 
community at the same time. The brief was very interesting, especially after having 
focused on interior design projects at university for the past term. Being able to create 
something physical that others can enjoy for years to come was a real attraction to this 
particular project, as well as growing our portfolio. Design works best when it is 
collaborative and this is exactly what this project allows us to do, working across the 
different areas of design and bringing our different skill sets to create a beautiful, finished 
project by the end of it.  

Hopes 
 

The plan for the end of the project is to have a better understanding for young people 
and their needs, whatever they may be struggling with in today's age. This should reflect 
in our design and process through research, colour, use of shape and tones for each 
room. An inviting and open-minded space for people from all sorts of backgrounds to join 
and create a safe community.  
More experience from working in a team and learning on how to communicate ideas with 
each other, give and receive feedback, collaborate, and develop each other's ideas.  

 
 
The blank canvas 

 
Initial thoughts when we first arrived was that the place is massive. Loads of rooms with 
a lot of potential in each area. Having a quick tour by ourselves at first was slightly like 
going through a maze. Since the place is quite big, we were discussing what we will be 
doing with all of these rooms and how this whole project may play out.  
Afterwards Niki explained briefly what she wanted out of the place and Kirsten joined in 
and what they both thought about what each room could potentially be. Because of this 
chat we then had a more ground idea of what the place may look like and where we can 
start was much clearer.  



Gathering together and brainstorming some ideas on the first day really set a good plan 
for the upcoming weeks and what visions we all had for each room.  
 

 
 

 


